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SUMMARY

In this essay I analyze the development of the genre of the consilium at the end of the sixteenth century based on recent scholarship regarding the genres of early modern medical consilia and observationes. It is my conviction that for some late sixteenth-century physicians the consilium was becoming a hybrid genre in which elements of the already existing observationes were inserted into the structure of the consilium. To prove this point, I will consider the consilia of three physicians—Giambattista Da Monte, Girolamo Capivacci and Cristoforo Guarinoni—and a specific illness, melancholy. I intend to show that while the diagnosis of symptoms, signs and causes of melancholy did not change for them, the attitude of these physicians toward the patient altered in the direction of a larger interest in the individual.

Introduction

“Indeed, the individual matter cannot be taught in school, but it is learned through practice among the sick.” Girolamo Capivacci (first decades of the sixteenth century-1589) wrote this sentence at the beginning of the introductory chapter of the first book of his Practica medicina. Capivacci, a renowned physician and university professor at the University of Padua in the second half of the sixteenth century, was not trying to promote an empirical method of curing bodily illnesses, but to emphasize the difference between the treatises of
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medicina practica and the method that should be used in practice to treat a sick individual.

While interest in general, universal categories continued to be shown in medical genres written in the sixteenth- and seventeenth-century, medicine in the same period showed an increasing interest in the role of narrative and the notion of historia, which recent studies have interpreted as a manifestation of the growing interest in individual occurrences. Gianna Pomata observes that even though narrative sections can be found “folded” into medieval medical genres, it is in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century consilia and observationes that one can find a development of narrative that increasingly emphasized the individual case and the individual patient. Scholars have attributed the interest in narrative in early modern medical literature to the influence that the newly translated Epidemics by Hippocrates and the Methodus medendi by Galen had on physicians. Hippocrates’ reports tended to be neutral and to include the outcome which could be either fatal or successful, whereas Galen’s accounts tended to give detailed analysis but usually emphasized his successes. Pomata’s most recent research demonstrates that the increasing importance of empirical observation in various learned fields, and specifically in that of medicine, is related to the rising prominence of the case narrative in the related genres of curationes and observationes.

The genre of the consilium or consultatio, established in the thirteenth century, was structured as written advice that one physician had sought from another generally more established and better known colleague. Alternately, the consilium could be a doctor’s response to a request made by a patient or by a family member. As it developed between the thirteenth and the sixteenth centuries, a consilium addressed to an individual patient was, in effect, a way to relate a specific illness to a “doctrinal framework” in which the authority of Galen and Hippocrates reigned more or less unquestioned. The observationes began to appear at the end of the sixteenth century and became extremely popular in
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the seventeenth century. In the observationes, as recent studies have shown, center stage was given to the particular case, its narration, its own specific problems and its outcome, while the reference to medical authorities was placed in a following section, called the scholium.9 Brian Nance argues that in the scholium physicians not only commented on the medical authorities, de rigueur, but also on their own clinical experience, which they evidently thought to be a subject worthy of discussion in an academic commentary.10 According to Pomata early modern medical genres, both old, like the experimenta and consilia, and new, like the curationes, observationes, casus, and historiae, are “epistemic genres”, which are “highly structured...textual conventions” that “give a literary form to intellectual endeavour, and in so doing they shape and channel the cognitive practice of attention”.11

In this essay I intend to build my argument on this scholarship in order to analyze the development of the genre of the consilium as an epistemic genre at the end of the sixteenth century, a period in which, as Pomata writes, consilia were still produced but in which “new wine was being poured in the old bottle”.12 Adaptations and transformations of old genres into new ones are not uncommon in medical literature and, when they happen, they reveal a change in cognitive practice of a community. It is my conviction that for some late sixteenth-century physicians the consilium became a hybrid epistemic genre, whereby structural elements of the already existingobservation were inserted in the consilium. To prove this point, I will consider the consilia of three physicians—Giambattista Da Monte, Girolamo Capivacci and Cristoforo Guarinoni—and a specific illness, melancholy. The consilia written by these three physicians illustrate, in my view, the increasing hybridization of the genre.

Furthermore, the physicians whose work is here analyzed typify two different social and professional profiles in the medical field, that is, the university professor—Da Monte and Capivacci—and the town and then court physician—Guarinoni. The different social profiles of
these doctors might have also affected the way in which they com-
posed consilia and how many characteristics of the new genre—the 
observatio—they decided to include in the old genre—the consilium.
Finally, I aim to show that while the diagnosis of symptoms, signs 
and causes of melancholy did not change, the attitude of the physi-
cian toward the patient altered in the direction of a larger interest in 
the individual story and the individual patient.

Melancholy’s theoretical framework: Galen and Hippocrates
Before analyzing some of the most representative consilia on melan-
choly written by Da Monte, Capivacci and Guarinoni, it is necessary 
to describe the theoretical framework within which melancholy was 
diagnosed and treated in sixteenth-century consilia. The authorities to 
whom doctors referred mostly in defining melancholy in the consilia 
were Galen and Hippocrates. Indeed, Galen’s definition of melancholy 
and his division of the illness into three categories was still being used 
in early modern medical treatises that dealt with it, such as treatises of 
medicina practica and consilia. In chapter ten of the same book Galen 
distinguishes three types of melancholy according to the location of 
the affection in the body, that is, the brain, the blood or the stomach. 
In chapter nine of book three of De locis affectis Galen writes about 
atriabilious humor or blood, which can be produced either by the indi-
vidual’s constitution or by the transformation of digested food into this 
humor through the blood vessels. When the atrabilious blood obstructs 
the brain’s ventricles, the patient can suffer epileptic attacks; when it 
flows into the brain it produces melancholy and provokes delirium.¹³
For Galen, individuals with certain somatic characteristics—dark com-
plexion, hirsuteness and large veins—are more inclined to melancholy 
than others. However, individuals with fair complexion can become 
melancholic, if they are “exposed to sleeplessness, too much pain, lots 
of worry and a meager diet”; that is, a mixture of physical and psycho-
logical external circumstances that can affect the body.
Galen becomes very detailed when he discusses the food and drink that could generate atrabilious blood, and that therefore should be avoided. He devotes a specific section to the melancholy provoked in the hypocondria—the portion of the body between the ribs and the inwards—by offering a supplementary explanation of what Diocles of Carystus (fourth century BCE) has already written in his treatise Disease, cause and cure. Galen explains that the stomach of individuals affected by this type of melancholy is inflamed and the blood in it is thicker and more atrabilious than normal. Vapors from the inflamed stomach ascend to the brain and affect it. Consequently, the sensory images of melancholic people may also be affected. Thus, Galen tells of patients who believed that they are snails or roosters, or that Atlas would throw the world away so that all the creatures on it would be crushed. Even though Galen is aware that each melancholic person is different from others he agrees with Hippocrates when he states that fear and despondency characterize them all. The cure for melancholy proposed by Galen consists in a careful diet, phlebotomy when necessary, and bathing, even though stronger remedies should be used if the illness becomes chronic.

On the basis of this tripartite distinction set up by Galen, melancholy in early modern medical texts could be either “per essentiam” or “per consensum.” In the second case, melancholy is usually, but not always, produced in the hypocondria from an excessive amount of atrabilious blood that could not be absorbed by the spleen. As is evident from Galen’s definition and description, melancholy, together with mania and more generally, insanity, was not viewed as a mental illness, but as a physiological disturbance owing to an imbalance of humoral complexion, which was usually accompanied by sadness, fear and other psychological symptoms provoked by external circumstances. In their treatises of medicina practica, Girolamo Mercuriale and Girolamo Capivacci give a very similar definition of melancholy. Interpreting Galen’s treatment of melancholy in De
locis affectis, they define melancholy as the condition of “corrupted imagination” or “corrupted discourse” or both. To cure melancholy, early modern physicians used a very similar treatment to the one proposed by Galen: dietary regime, along with phlebotomy and pharmaceutical remedies meant to help evacuate the stomach of the atrabilious dredges through vomiting and bowel movement.

In early modern consilia written for patients variously affected by the three categories of melancholy, the section in which physicians discussed the causes, signs and symptoms are very similar; what changed was the method of consulting and the way the physician approached the patient’s illness.

Giambattista Da Monte.

Between 1539 and 1551 Giambattista Da Monte (Verona, 1489-Terrazzo, 1551) taught first medicina practica and later medicina theorica at the University of Padua. He was a fervid supporter of the methodus medendi instituted by Galen in his text of the same title, newly translated by Thomas Linacre in 1519. Da Monte was a physician steeped in the humanistic renewal of the classic tradition and was especially interested in the rediscovery of Galen’s work. Consequently, in his teaching and writings he sought to introduce Galen’s method of healing, claiming by so doing to replace the a-methodical, confusing way of approaching illnesses in the human body transmitted by medieval texts and physicians. Da Monte used individual cases to illustrate lectures of practical medicine and to show students how to apply general rules to specific cases in his bedside visits; several of these visits have been recorded by his students and then included among his consilia.

Da Monte’s promotion of Galen’s methodus medendi is evident in his consilia, first published in 1554 by several of his students and printed in a definitive version of four hundred and thirty four consilia by Johannes Crato in 1583. Pomata states that Da Monte’s
consilia “indicate the transition from the old genre of the consilium to the new observational approach.”

Here, I will focus on a few examples taken from Da Monte’s collection of consilia that deal with melancholy and also other various forms of illnesses of the head, such as mania, vertigo and lethargy, to elaborate Pomata’s argument.

Several physicians who wrote consilia and their editors organized their collections from head to toe, according to the location of the illness in the body. For instance, Crato followed this structure with Da Monte’s 434 consilia. This structure replicated that of the treatises of medicina practica which, since the Middle Ages, were connected to the consilia for didactic purposes. In the proemium of the 1583 edition Crato divides the consilia into three categories: “… partim enim sunt praescripta atque data, partim in consultationibus (quae vulgo collegia appellantur) dicta, partim in curationibus ab ijs, qui Montanum, ut praeceptorem, ad aegros sequerentur, observata”, thus pointing to the importance given by Da Monte to bedside consultations whether at the hospital or in private homes (p. 4).

Later, he compares Da Monte’s consilia to a rose and the consilia of fifteenth-century physicians Bartolomeo Montagnana, Antonio Cermisone and Ugo Benzi to an anemone, disparagingly defining their consilia “prolixas recitationes eorum, qui ne illud quidem quod norunt, novisse videntur.” It is evident that Crato believed that Da Monte’s activity as a physician and as a university professor constituted a watershed for the Italian—and European—medical community not only in relation to the genre of the consilia but also for the new way he conducted his clinical visits.

A significant example of Da Monte’s consilia is reported in the form of a collegium among three doctors—Navarra, Frisimelica and Da Monte—who collaborated to diagnose and give a cure a “deranged Jew” (pp. 49-56). Navarra, who appears to be the physician who had the patient in his cure, gives a detailed narration of the case “ut facilius
He declares the patient “melancholicum”, and attributes the illness to an affected liver and a melancholic blood that circulates through the entire body. Da Monte confirms this diagnosis and asserts that, because of the warmth of the liver and the coldness of the stomach, vapors rise from these organs and ascend to the head, making the patient confused, sleepless and aphasic. As shown earlier, the identification of melancholy due to physiological causes can be placed within the Galenic traditional interpretive frame. However, there are new elements that mark a difference between earlier *consilia* and those of Da Monte, and these help the reader to develop a fuller image of the individual patient. The exhaustive narration by Navarra, Frisimelica and Da Monte throughout this long *consilium* gives the reader a vast amount of information about the external circumstances that might have led this man to melancholy and insanity. The patient exposed himself to heat and cold, he was occupied by a vast quantity of business and would get angry for nothing. It also reports the symptoms that accompanied his frightful state, (he was afraid of going outside lest he die, he did not say anything and looked at everybody in a grim way, he wanted to hit those around him), and his physical aspect (his eyes were hallow, his temples were sunken and his body was frail and dark). All three doctors appear to have seen the patient at least once, and Navarra explicitly declares that he talked briefly with him and heard what people around him had to say about his condition. The three doctors touch the patient and checked his pulse, and point out how the passage of time modified certain elements in the patient’s body, that is, his pulse and his behavior, since his symptoms changed according to the time of the day. The three doctors are very doubtful about the possibility of curing the man. Indeed, the *consilium* ends with the sentence “Mortus est nocte sequenti.” The follow-up about the patient’s decease is an element that usually appeared in the *observationes* and *historiae*, but is increasingly used also in *consilia*, as we will see in Guarinoni’s work.
If it is true that the interest in narrative and in the patient’s individuality is present in Da Monte’s consilia, it is also clear that he tends to generalize individual element into categories. For instance, in another consilium devoted to a patient who suffers from catarrh and perhaps syphilis and who is also described as melancholic and Jewish, Da Monte asserts that the Jewish “genus” is prone to this type of illness (consilium 133). This statement needs to be read in the context of the negative stereotypes and prejudices related to Jews which began in early modern Christianity, were further developed during the Middle Ages and were still present in eighteenth-century popular philosophical writings. Among the psychological and mental characteristics ascribed to Jews, there was also the propensity to melancholy.30 In the consilium about the Jew analyzed earlier the patient’s frailty, dry temperament and inability to digest exemplify qualities that can be found in many other melancholic people.

In Da Monte’s consilia devoted to melancholy the reader finds several instances in which the doctor—whether it be Da Monte or one of the other physicians in collegio—reports what the patient said to him: “…he says that he does not trust himself and he does not dare go out lest he become weak” (consilium 23).31 The patient’s fear reminds Da Monte of a man who would not get out of bed because he imagined that the surface on which he walked was made of thin glass, underneath which there were serpents. Da Monte’s story recalls the examples narrated by Galen in De locis affectis about melancholic individuals whose imagination is corrupt32 and it confirms the definition of the illness given by Mercuriale and Capivacci in their treatises of medicina practica. In this same consilium Da Monte alludes to the vast number of melancholic people whom he met in Venice and who showed fear, one of the two main symptoms of melancholy.33 In the consilia by Da Monte analyzed earlier, the relationship between the doctor and the patient reveals not only a connection through words—pronounced by the patient himself and
the doctors, or the people around him—but through “sensus”, which can mean “perception”, “feeling”, and “sensation”, but also, at a more intellectual level, “sense”, “understanding”, and “opinion”. In the consilium for the melancholic Jew the perception of the physicians involved in his diagnosis is identified as a physical sensation.\textsuperscript{34} Indeed, the physicians touch the patient’s wrist to ascertain his pulse and his arms. In consilium 231 the “sensus” can be interpreted in a more intellectual way, but it is still an understanding based on a sensorial and subjective perception which then is transformed into a more abstract notion: “…dicam primo quae videre et deprehendere possum sensu”.

Da Monte’s consilia, as pointed out by both contemporary and modern readers, marked a development in the structure of the genre, albeit within the framework of the Hippocratic-Galenic definition and interpretation of melancholy. The diagnosis, symptoms and cure are similar to those prescribed by the fifteenth-century physicians chastised by Crato in his introduction, but the way the material is structured and the emphasis placed at times on the patient’s subjective report of his/her symptoms and at others on the physician’s senses—touch, vision, hearing—make Da Monte’s collection of consilia innovative for this medical genre and for the treatment of melancholy. However, it is also true that in several of his consilia Da Monte states that the narration of the accidentia were easy to know and report, but that the difficulty lay in probing the hidden causes. The ability to do successfully revealed whether or not a physician was competent and a follower of the rational method purported by Galen.\textsuperscript{35} Da Monte’s goal was to reach the hidden cause after a careful examination so that he could apply the appropriate cure to the patient.

\textit{Girolamo Capivacci}

In this section I will consider two treatises by Girolamo Capivacci, meant to instruct physicians and medical students on how to do a
good consultation and how to question a patient, and then I will analyze several of his consilia on melancholy in order to show how Capivacci applied the notion of method in organizing his consultations and in questioning his patients. Capivacci studied and later taught at the University of Padua from 1553 onward. He was a very important figure in the Italian medical community during the second half of the sixteenth century. Like many of his colleagues, Capivacci was deeply interested in the issue of method, which he expounded in several of his works. Capivacci’s De medica consultandi ratione, seu de arte collegiandi is a pedagogical treatise on how to perform good consultations, and in the 1603 edition of his Opera omnia it is significantly placed before the section dedicated to consilia, epistolae and historiae. In the first chapter of the treatise Capivacci states that good consultations distinguish the skilled physician from the unskilled. He also explains that the method of consulting consists of seven parts, namely the history of the case, the information about “rebus non naturalibus” (what in the realm of nature does not have to do with the constitution of the body) the “naturalibus” and the “praeter naturam”40, and finally the symptoms, the prognosis and the remedies. Physicians need to methodically relate these elements. The semiology of the illness under observation is very important, since in order to know the elements “praeter naturam” and “secundum naturam” which lie hidden from the physician, one needs to observe the signs that can lead him to such elements. In what seems an implicit criticism of Giovanni Argenterio’s dismissal of the study of the elements “secundum naturam” in his ars consultandi, Capivacci asserts that it is necessary to talk about them in consultations, since the physician needs to suppose a natural state of the sick person from which the body has been removed through the illness. Furthermore, the physician who makes the first presentation in a consultation should immediately explain diligently the history of the illness, including the things that the patient did or suffered...
and any remedies administered by other doctors. If his report of this information is not complete or clear enough, other physicians involved in the consultation may not be able to make a good diagnosis or provide good remedies for the patient. Finally, a good physician needs to administer remedies that are suitable to the illness, but also must specify the quantity, the way they should be administered, and the place and time they should be taken. Implicit in Capivacci’s advice is the importance of administering a specific cure according to a specific patient’s natural constitution.

The responsibilities of both patient and doctor in a consultation are the focus of Capivacci’s attention in a very brief treatise titled “De metodo interrogandi aegros”. The patient needs to explain as best as she can the origin of the disease, its course and his/her complaints. If the patient is not available, those who assist him/her have to carry out this task. From this statement it seems that the patient’s subjective perceptions are important for the physician’s correct diagnosis. However, Capivacci also argues that if the physician can infer certain elements through conjecture, the patient should not be questioned, but, instead, the physician should impress him/her by showing his ability to recognize signs and symptoms just by looking at the patient’s physical appearance.

Capivacci wrote several consilia, which are organized from head to toe. The consilium dedicated to a noble patient afflicted by hypochondriac melancholy, sleeplessness and the remnants of syphilis (XIII, pp. 956-58) is done in collegium together with Girolamo Fabrici d’Acquapendente (1533 ca-1619), a renowned professor of anatomy and surgery at the University of Padua from 1565 to 1613, and a certain N. Nigri. The structure of this consilium appears to exemplify what Capivacci states in his ars consultandi. Indeed, Fabrici begins with a long historia of the casus—as it is called on the margin of the printed page—followed by the symptoms that reveal the cause of the illness, the goals to be reached (scopi), the progno-
sis and the cure, mostly made of pharmaceutical remedies. Each of the other two doctors bases his identification of the patient’s state (affectus) and his prognosis and cure on their colleague’s detailed narration. After having listed the main symptoms reported by the patient—sleeplessness, vertigo, weakness of the stomach, pain in the joints, accompanied by a constant fear of not being able to recover his health—Fabrici’s historia arches back to fifteen years earlier, when the patient suffered from “venereal plague” and gonorrhea. Fabrici argues that vapors formed in the stomach and brought to the brain provoked sleeplessness and a state of vertigo, and corrupted the imagination, so that the patient in his gloominess and desperation has given up all hope of being healthy again. As in Da Monte’s consilium, the patient’s individual experience is included in the category of the melancholic individuals who “desire constantly remedies and help” even though their bodies are worn out by medications (917).

Not all of Capivacci’s consilia follow the model that he has set up in his ars consultandi. In another consilium devoted to a melancholic woman (consilium XVII, “In melancholia”) Capivaccio does not start with a narration of the patient’s historia. Instead, he describes the nature of the woman’s state. In his opinion, her condition derives from a mixture of melancholic vapors that have ascended from the lower parts of the body and especially from the uterus and animal spirits to the head. Alternatively, he argues that her condition could derive from the vital spirits which are made impure by the melancholic blood that generates them and is born out of a liver affected by a warm and dry disorder (961). To cure the woman, Capivacci says, the liver should be cooled down and the entire body moistened. However, it will not be easy to achieve this goal, as the woman’s natural inclination is towards melancholy and one of the effects of being melancholic is to be recalcitrant to obeying the doctor’s orders. The cure should start with the emission of blood from the patient’s legs. Following this surgical remedy, Capivacci
gives recipes for several pharmaceutical remedies with the exact dosage for each component of the mixture and advice regarding the diet, which should incline towards cold and especially humid food. At the end of the consilium Capivacci asserts that above anything else the woman should be joyful in her spirit (animus) “without which there is no remedy that can be of help”. To achieve this goal, Capivacci devises a stratagem that will act on her imagination and will make her happy:

...since there is nothing by which she seems to be more delighted than by wealth and power, every effort must be made that she be deceived in some way, by way of persuasion, that from day to day her wealth is getting bigger, and that in a short time she would be very wealthy. And if there is anything else that makes her happy, she should be deceived by it. (962)

The medical tradition contains several episodes which depict patients—usually men—whose corrupt imagination leads them to believe false things about themselves and the world around them, as Galen reported in the section of On the affected parts dedicated to melancholia. However, in the case reported by Capivacci, the deception is meant to modify the patient’s mood not by altering the perception of her physical body or of the world around her, as in the cases offered by Galen and Da Monte. Rather, it is a way to make the patient suppose something that fits her own belief system. It is, I think, a rather personal suggestion that could not be applied to other patients, even though it can be assimilated to the stories narrated by ancient and early modern physicians as examples of the corrupt imagination in melancholic individuals.

In the miscellanea section that includes Capivacci’s consilia, there are some epistulae and a document called historia (997-98) in which the physician narrates the development of the illness that affected a “nobilis adolescens” from its onset to the patient’s demise, nine months later. After the patient’s death, Capivacci had the body dissected to understand the inner causes of the patient’s symptoms which he ex-
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plains in detail in the second part of the document. By observing the corpse’s inner organs—liver, lungs, stomach and spleen—Capivacci reaches the conclusion that the illness that plagued the young man could be ascribed to “pravae corporis illius constitutioni”. (998) The exactitude with which Capivacci gauges the quantity of remedies can be connected to another medical genre, the recipe, which in several cases was tailored to the individual patient. The recipe was an element also present in the medieval experimenta and consilia, and in the early modern curationes. The main difference in the use of this element between the consilia and the curationes is that in the latter the case narrative is the main focus of the text. It is interesting that Capivacci inserts a detailed recipe in what is also considered a new genre, that is, the historia. In the first part of his historia, perhaps following the Hippocratic model, Capivacci simply reports the course of the patient’s illness, while he attaches his explanation of the causes of death to his direct observation of the body post mortem. Within the boundaries set by the traditional intellectual milieu of the University of Padua in the late sixteenth century, Capivacci was one of the physicians who, like Da Monte, tried to renew the medical discourse without debunking the medical authority of the Galenic tradition. Capivacci’s consilia reflect his interest in establishing a method that would create a consultation and a way to interact with the patient that does not revolutionize the genre, but introduces elements, such as the narration of a long historia, that will be used later in the observationes medicae.

Cristoforo Guarinoni.

Unlike the physicians whose work has been treated earlier, Cristoforo Guarinoni (Verona, 15??-Prague 1602) did not pursue a university career, but spent his life as a court physician, first to the duke of Urbino Francesco Maria II della Rovere and then, probably beginning in 1590, at the court of emperor Rudolf II in Prague. It ap-
pears that Guarinoni studied medicine in Padua and founded an *academia*, called “dei Moderati”, in Verona. According to some, he founded an anatomical school in Prague in 1576. This, however, is highly improbable since it appears from the *consilia* he wrote for various patrons and fellow doctors that he had a busy medical activity in various cities of Italy between 1576 and 1590.

Guarinoni’s printed work, first published between 1601 and 1610, includes texts in which his interest in Aristotle is evident: *Disputatio de methodo doctrinarum ad mentem Aristotelis*, *Sententiarum Aristotelis de anima seu mente humana disputatio* and *Commentaria in primum librum Aristotelis De historia animalium*. He also wrote a treatise on veins (*De venarum principio*), and a large collection of 622 *consilia* published posthumously in Venice in 1610. The volume, published by the editor Tomaso Baglioni for the press of Roberto Meietti, does not have a dedication or a prologue. The *consilia* are preceded by two documents. One is a privilege of printing granted by Rudolf II to Guarinoni on January 1601 in which the physician is called “*Medicinae Doctor Physicus noster primarius*”. The other document is a copy of the authorization of printing that the Chiefs of the Venetian Council of Ten gave in 1610, after having consulted the “*Riformatori*” of the University of Padua. Guarinoni’s *consilia* are addressed to a wide variety of individuals, including the duke of Urbino and his family, Lucrezia d’Este, daughter of Ercole II (CCCLVI), the cardinals Ferrero and Sirleto (CCCCLII and CCCCLV) the daughter of the secretary of the duke of Bavaria (DXXXIV), the duke Vespasiano Gonzaga (DLVII, DLVIII), the duke of Bavaria William V (DLXIX), and the French queen Elizabeth, wife of Charles IX (DLXXVIII). From this list it is evident that Guarinoni was sought after by an aristocratic European and Italian clientele to whom he was extremely well connected. It is also apparent that he wanted his readership to know the prestigious position he had achieved in his professional career. Guarinoni also wrote many consultations for
fellow doctors, including Capivacci, which demonstrates a complex	network of relationships with local doctors, court physicians and some
university professors.56 Guarinoni’s consultationes are organized nei-
ther according to the illnesses that affect the body from head to toe, as
was the case for Da Monte and Capivacci’s consilia, nor according to
the date in which the consilia were written. Instead, they are arranged
in alphabetical order according to the titles given to each consilium.
This structure might not have been Guarinoni’s choice as the volume
was published posthumously. The organization “a capite ad calcem”
used for the consilia by Da Monte and Capivacci reflect the structure
of treatises by medicina practica that these university professors com-
posed, and which were in dialogue with the genre of the consilia.57
Guarinoni’s consilia devoted to melancholy are not concentrated in
the sections of the illnesses of the head and of the stomach, but scat-
tered throughout the volume from consultation III regarding the health
of Johann Wilhelm duke of Julich-Cleves to consultation DXCII for
the noblewoman Rambalda Vigia.58
Even after a cursory reading of the volume, it is evident that
Guarinoni’s consilia possess characteristics that are present only oc-
casionally in the collections of Da Monte and Capivacci. I will first
identify these characteristics and then illustrate them with examples
from Guarinoni’s consultationes that deal with melancholy and insan-
ity. Several of Guarinoni’s consilia have long historiae with detailed
narrations of the individual cases. Several of them also have detailed
recipes, listing the correct amount of each ingredient for a specific
medication prescribed for an individual patient. Finally, in many
consilia Guarinoni provides the reader with an update of the course
of the individual illness which can be either very short—the patient
“convalescit” or “extinctus est”—or can include a description of the
patient’s improvement or of his/her post-mortem autopsy.59
In consilium CXXIII (‘‘De insania adolescentulae subita’’) Guarinoni
spends one third of the consultation narrating the case of a young wom-
an who was seized by sudden madness ("insania"), which could easily fit the category of love madness. Indeed, after having long pined away from an unrequited love, the "adolescentula" decided to marry someone else, but the union was immediately marred on their first night together, when she left the bed, and a few nights later when she "openly turned mad". The cause of this insania is in the head, Guarinoni writes, together with an abundance of melancholic humor in the whole body. Madness first pushed her towards furor and then laughter. The humor in the head boiled because of the constant torment of love. To cure the young woman, Guarinoni suggests a traditional surgical remedy: the emission of blood first from the heel "because the thickness of blood is taken out more easily from the lower parts of the body", then from the arm, and finally from the forehead. Guarinoni also suggests keeping the patient calm by prescribing her a syrup, to check her humor and to keep the belly soft with the use of enemas. He is optimistic that the young woman could be healed, since "novus morbus est" even though the brain, according to the physician, must be imbued and suffused with the vapor of the existing humor. Guarinoni establishes this assertion not on an ancient or early modern medical authority, as he does in other cases, especially when the consilium is done in collegium with other doctors, but on his own experience, as he observed — "...vidi" — this phenomenon in the brain of a dead man who in life was diagnosed as mad. The final sentence of the consilium exemplifies how in several instances Guarinoni shows skepticism toward his colleagues’ work, as he reiterates that the young woman will recover "nisi opera medici per insaniam prohibeatur".

In a consultation written for a man affected by loss of memory (consultatio CLX, "De Lacisiensensi memoriae symptomate tentato") Guarinoni brings to center stage the illness of melancholy. Indeed, he states that the symptom of memory loss is typical of melancholic individuals. The physician asks an audience — probably other doctors — to acknowledge the melancholic aspect of the patient ("Vos..."
conspectus ipso melancholicum hominem potestis agnoscere”) by his way of life, age and family traits, and also by physical conditions in his body that can be ascertained by touching the hypochondria in his left side, which feel obstructed. Guarinoni also invites his audience of experts to observe a symptom of this condition; that is, violent eructations accompanied by nausea indicating the presence of hypochondriac vapors. After the eructations, Guarinoni writes, the patient does not remember the name of things and cannot finish what he had begun saying, but rather, talks about strange subjects. At this point Guarinoni launches into a theoretical discussion with a few citations from Galen on the nature of the humor that afflicts the patient and the main organs that are probably affected by the condition. Once he starts talking about the remedies, Guarinoni suggests that blood be taken out of the hemorrhoids, and here he deploys again his knowledge of Galen by objecting to the ancient doctor’s reservations regarding this remedy. Bleeding, Guarinoni advises, should be done after the stomach has been freed of the atrabilious humor. After the medical remedies, Guarinoni suggests a series of pills, potions and syrups: for some of them he prescribes the correct quantity suitable for the patient and for how many days he should take them. After the final word of the consultatio—the verb “dixi” in capital letters—Garinoni adds an update regarding the patient, which he must have written several months later and which shows the interest that the physician had in the development of the patient’s illness after the consultation. It appears that the patient was not purged of the atrabilious humor and that after five months his mind had quite weakened and he was unable to talk or think clearly. Consequently, he was exposed more frequently to the symptoms discussed earlier in the document. One could infer that with this update Guarinoni intended implicitly to criticize the lack of the patient’s obedience in following his advice, which led to a worse physical and mental condition. In the long consultation in collegio for the noblewoman
Rambalda Vigia, Guarinoni writes that she is melancholic and has heart palpitations. The physician seems to have carefully observed the young woman and states that she “understands correctly and nothing is wrong in her faculty of judging, or even in the images themselves. However, she cannot stop being sad and afraid. She is fully aware that there is no cause [for this sadness and fear], and that her sorrow and fear derives from an illness […] She is even more inclined towards irascibility” (632). However, with the worsening of the illness her mind also seems to fail, and Guarinoni fears that perhaps her brain is also affected and that the damaged functions of the heart and of the brain would influence each other. Guarinoni’s acute observation of the patient’s attentiveness to the unfounded nature of her symptoms shows the reader an individual who is alert to her state and is actively participating with her doctors. After this introduction of the case, Guarinoni starts an erudite medical disquisition on the nature of melancholy and on the effects of melancholic humors on the organs affected, alluding to the usual suspects—Galen, Hippocrates, and Aristotle. The last page of the consultation is dedicated to the remedies that should be used to cure the patient. After having discussed the best place to draw blood from the patient’s body, Guarinoni gives a detailed description of the electuary to mollify the patient’s intestines, composed specifically for her, since he would not allow her to take the medication usually made for this purpose. Later, he gives another specific recipe for a medicament to be added to potions to affect her humoral balance. Only after the repeated ingestion of these medicated potions, Guarinoni would suggest the addition in them of specific quantities of black hellebore and mastic. (635)62 Guarinoni, like Capivacci, includes a historia titled “Quos post exhibitas aquas thermales quidam convaluit ex gallico” (49) which, however, does emphasize a different aspect of the term historia than that adopted by Capivacci. Guarinoni reports an episode that was narrated to him by the brother of a man who, after hav-
ing suffered for a long time from syphilis, was healed by the thermal baths of San Casciano dei Bagni. Guarinoni seems to narrate this episode in order to prove that not all thermal baths are deleterious for those who suffer from syphilis. However, as if he felt obliged to give an objective assessment to his readers of the effects of thermal baths for curing syphilis, at the end of the document Guarinoni states that Brunorius Zamporius from Forlimpompoli, who suffered of syphilis, died after having used the thermal baths of Abano Terme.

Conclusions
Like several genres that exist over a long period of time, the sixteenth-century medical consilium shows signs of change within a traditional structure and a fixed content. In the second half of the sixteenth century, starting with Da Monte, the genre of the consilium begins to show a renewed interest in the individuality of patients and in narrating their individual stories. Not all the physicians included these new elements in their collections, but those who did, like Da Monte, Capivacci and Guarinoni, were motivated by reasons that I have explained in this essay. The intellectual milieu in which Da Monte and Capivacci worked and taught stimulated them to reconcile the search for a method with their interest for the patient. Guarinoni exemplifies a physician who was connected mostly to the court system but also had contacts with university professors and who spent his life in two different geographical and cultural dimensions. Was his interest in post mortem dissection and in the reporting of the outcomes influenced by the growing interest in the genre of observationes in northern Europe? Further research may answer this question. Furthermore, the interest of physicians like Capivacci and Guarinoni in creating medications for individual patients may suggest the increasing interest in the individual case. This interest could be connected to the renewed concern for classical botany and the revival of materia medica, particularly at the University of Padua,
from the middle of the sixteenth century onward, which some physicians saw as a tool for improving therapeutics. It could also be related to the growing importance of pharmacists who worked in close collaboration with physicians and whose pharmacies, at least in the Republic of Venice, became gathering places for patients and doctors alike. In an increasing competitive market where charlatans, empirics, midwives and university physicians all competed for the patient’s attention and business, the recipes created for individual patients could have been more attractive to patients and made the physicians who made them stand out among their colleagues. Capivacci could have been led to introduce in their consilia recipes addressed for particular patients by the practice of certain medical institutions to write individualized recipes for their patients. In the specific case of Guarinoni, the importance that patients assumed for his practice, both in Italy and abroad, and his interest in updating the individual cases narrated in his consilia might suggest a particular interest in individualized treatment rather than the use of stock medicaments.

In this essay the genre of the consilium has been analyzed by reviewing a sample of consultations on the illness of melancholy. Melancholy was viewed as one of the traditional illnesses of the head, along with mania, phrenesis and vertigo, and appeared frequently as a state of many of the patients for whom the physicians wrote the consilia. By looking at the treatment of melancholy within the development of the genre of the consilium, one notices that the way in which this disturbance was identified and diagnosed does not change significantly since the description and diagnosis given by Galen. However, the way in which the patient and his/her symptoms are described, the way to cure them, sometimes with medications that appear to be tailored for the individual patient rather than for a general category of individuals on the basis of their humoral complexion, and the way in which the doctors interact with them manifest a modification in the attitude towards the illness or at least
toward the individual histories of the people affected by it. Through sixteenth-century *consilia* the human body, conceived as a generic category divided into four main groups according to Galen’s humoral theory, becomes increasingly specific by the use first of social and cultural categories—patients can be noble, intellectual, well-to-do merchants and so on—and then by the description of specific characteristics that belong only to an individual patient. It is true, however, that the tension between general and specific categories regarding patients—see for instance the case of the Jew described by Da Monte—is never fully resolved in the medical genre of the *consilia*. The narrative dimension becomes more important, and the boundaries of the genre of the *consilium* are further pushed to include elements that will be found fully developed in the medical *observationes*. As a final thought, I invite the reader to go back to the story narrated by Guarinoni of the woman who becomes mad a few days after marrying a man whom she does not love and the detail of her refusal to share the conjugal bed the first night of marriage: it seems to belong more to a drama than to a medical *consilium*. 
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